Segregation of voices with single or double fundamental frequencies.
In cocktail-party situations, listeners can use the fundamental frequency (F0) of a voice to segregate it from competitors, but other cues in speech could help, such as co-modulation of envelopes across frequency or more complex cues related to the semantic/syntactic content of the utterances. For simplicity, this (non-pitch) form of grouping is referred to as "articulatory." By creating a new type of speech with two steady F0s, it was examined how these two forms of segregation compete: articulatory grouping would bind the partials of a double-F0 source together, whereas harmonic segregation would tend to split them in two subsets. In experiment 1, maskers were two same-male sentences. Speech reception thresholds were high in this task (vicinity of 0 dB), and harmonic segregation behaved as though double-F0 stimuli were two independent sources. This was not the case in experiment 2, where maskers were speech-shaped complexes (buzzes). First, double-F0 targets were immune to the masking of a single-F0 buzz matching one of the two target F0s. Second, double-F0 buzzes were particularly effective at masking a single-F0 target matching one of the two buzz F0s. As a conclusion, the strength of F0-segregation appears to depend on whether the masker is speech or not.